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III

OF RELIGION

The Method 5
Religion as a Science has some method for determining facts
or for gaining knowledge,.

Religions methods make use of both

subjective and objective procedures.
The subjective methods axe :
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The subjective method is distinguished as "Rajyoga" and

the objective method is distinguished as "3?arjyoga" fcy Swami Vivekananda.
They are interrelated in the sense that the one part cannot exist
without the realization of the dther.

Thomas Ford Hoult says " Religion is Magic1*.

But if we proceed

by Eastern Method of Psychology, there is no Magic in Religion.
The Ifestem conception of Magic in Religion is nothing but
"will force" acquired by the process of mental distillation by
Indian interpretation*

The word “magic" arises from the very

confusion of the word "Religion".
is not Religion.
Master of it.

Religion is not Magic, and Magic

If one follows the laws of NAure, he will be the
In following the course of Natural law, some tendency

to see or to show the magic coses by Her Natural Process,
/^^S^aSiddh£ (

®pfkt3L

This is

) according to the Indian

Interpretation of Religion.

1

If the individual stays in the level of
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showing the Magic, he has not completed the full course of
Natural-law.

It is the Law of Nature vhich shows ua the

all-perTading Life-force everywhere.

The Nature ia

V.

Prakrlti according tb §&nikk^a Darsan (
of the Darsan - Sastra (

^ "rtY^'

^

),

) la only a useless thing,

until and unless it ia verified by one*
*s own life.
^

It is through

•

the process cf purification of intellect and through proceaa of
•

•

distillation of mind one la able to attain the practical ’Darsan*
in every day life. * According to Indian interpretation it is
•

*

attained by the way of

. )
) IS*51 of Oita.

Scientific Proceaa of Mental Distillation
" According to the scientific proceaa of Religion, everything,
every creature in the present-living world is originated from the

nparan (

) state of Brahman.

In this stage the Individual

by the process of distillation attains the peace and spiritual Atman,
•

Haligio-

Spiritusl state of Brahma,
stags

.

and unites his individual soul with Premsbma.
It is *Purus1t (

This is "Nirgun^C

,_.

) according to Sankhaya

doctrine of Indian philosophy.
Tedic method of religion is very scientific*

They always show

us the way to attain this achievement by the process of methodical
laws. This state denotes the spiritual medium of mind.
stags of Paramatm&m <

SpirituoMental
stage

),

Then comes the stsb©
"Nirgun" state of mind takes the ’Sagun^
expressed through tee purified mind.

*"
(

) of Atman can be perceived.
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Here tee stags
)fora. It is

This is Prakrlti ( #0^

according to Indian Sankhaya philosophy.
(

This is the

Here the Nitya-Sattvu
This stage leads
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Atman is expressed through livatman {

)• this stags is

higher than the stage noted in Pata^alecPersanom (

*^*0.

The third step £rom the‘descending order is the state of
VAd.V^/^r\a(

*3^

)• Here the Jivatmd (

) is expressed

through purified mind and purified intellect.

According to Indian

Mental

terminology t£e divine Power is expressed through the individual

stag®.

in the practical field.

Through the methods of Pat and ol - Science

this stags can be attained by. process of mental distillation.

All

our religious doctrines, all our religious roads lead us to achieve
the goal in this scientific way.

So religion ia not a magic and

sagas are not abnormal.
Then comes the level of V&iuKkapU
MsntoMaterial
stags.

). By this stage the

individMQl through power of intellect or power of wisdom, i.e.
stags (

) of Indian terminology is expressed in the

material world* In this state mental stage i.e.
( sjHr ~ vsig )according to Indian terminology, is untied with Material
stage, i.e.Sykwi^4s^a( ^
), In this stage the individual
feels teat he is part of the whole Universe. Ke gets the recollection
of his forgotten existence of tee soul.

It is Smrlti stags - by

teich the Individual living in the glamour of life Can recollect or
can understand vfcat he la

)• »*

individual gets the practical knowledge teat he is part of Universal
Soul, i.e. according to Indian terminology, he is the son of the
Infinite - Power

SvK-' -

), Prom thie stags begins the

practice of devotional austerities, i.e. **s41\£ma£. (
in tee Indian terminology.

)

The scientific procedure of Eastern

Psychology expressed through Sastrim (

) shows us the way to

forsake the worldllneas, i.e. to forsake the individualistic ’’Ego"
for the sake of Philanthropic Ego (s o»-Uw (W-UVj.
f
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living in the material world, living in human society, one

my also culture Ms mind in this way. It Is not always necessary
to threw sway all tfco material livelihood to live as & monk, to
practice the religion in the practical field.

It is the mental

culture tablet leads us to process of mental distillation, this
mental culture cm bS attained living in a domestic life also.
•

•

To enjoy all the worldly enjoyments without my attachment
is the practical mentsl-oulture of the material world,
•

Prom this

e

very Idea of nen-atoachnent develops the thecae of Universal
Brotherhood or the Universal Existence of Ufb,
In Religion these are two major processes of distillation*First process is the ascending order of mental distillation,
fy this stage one has to proceed from the material world to
the raaterio-jflSiital world, and then to mental world and apirituo*
religious world,

this doctrine is amplified especially by

lord Buddha, Ihia is the austerity of flegatlon,

In Indian

Terminology it Is the stage’of ‘setl-Sadfean§* ( t»n®

),

Second process is the descending order expressed through
distilled and purified mind and distilled intellect,

By this

stage the Spiritually static stage la expressed through the dynamic
stags of Religion.
Sree Rec&rlshna,

This doctrine is taught by gospel of
This is the fulfilment of Affirmation.

terminology it is the stage of ,TJM«Sadhana* < ^

In Indian
)•

Both stages of these religious processes are equally necessary
to search in tire field of Religion as a whole,
2h Indian Terminology the inaudible repetition of the name of
Deity (r^fe.awa^ expresses both methods of Religion, It is the
Ml/IM
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intomal or mental thing and Is not constricted in the outer field
of counting silently over the beads or roaaryv

So by methodical

processes, Religion*is interpreted as a technical science.

the idea
(

*«'■*?

,
^ ^sKv.-^'fe-c-nn-w.s «*< ) is absolutely

scientific add iff can be proved and demonstrated by the
scientific method and proceedings of Religion.
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